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Multi-tenancy in the cloud is a double-edged sword. While it enables cost-effective resource sharing, it increases security risks for the hosted applications. Indeed, multiplexing virtual resources belonging to different tenants on the same physical substrate may lead to critical security concerns such as cross-tenants
data leakage and denial of service. Particularly, virtual networks isolation failures are among the foremost
security concerns in the cloud. To remedy these, automated tools are needed to verify security mechanisms
compliance with relevant security policies and standards. However, auditing virtual networks isolation is
challenging due to the dynamic and layered nature of the cloud. Particularly, inconsistencies in network isolation mechanisms across cloud stack layers, namely the infrastructure management and the implementation
layers, may lead to virtual networks isolation breaches that are undetectable at a single layer. In this paper,
we propose an off-line automated framework for auditing consistent isolation between virtual networks in
OpenStack-managed cloud spanning over overlay and layer 2 by considering both cloud layers’ views. To
capture the semantics of the audited data and its relation to consistent isolation requirement, we devise a
multi-layered model for data related to each cloud-stack layer’s view. Furthermore, we integrate our auditing system into OpenStack, and present our experimental results on assessing several properties related to
virtual network isolation and consistency. Our results show that our approach can be successfully used to
detect virtual network isolation breaches for large OpenStack-based data centers in reasonable time.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite the abundant benefits of the cloud, security and privacy concerns are still holding back its
widespread adoption [50]. Particularly, multi-tenancy in cloud environments, supported by virtualization, allows optimal and cost-effective resource sharing among tenants that do not necessarily
trust each other. Furthermore, the highly dynamic, elastic, and self-service nature of the cloud, introduces additional operational complexity that may prepare the floor for misconfigurations and
vulnerabilities, leading to violations of baseline security and non-compliance with security standards (e.g., ISO 27002/27017 [26, 27] and CCM 3.0.1 [13]). Particularly, network isolation failures
are among the foremost security concerns in the cloud [14, 18]. For instance, virtual machines
(VMs) belonging to different corporations and trust levels may share the same set of resources,
which opens up opportunities for inter-tenant isolation breaches [51]. Consequently, cloud tenants
may raise questions like: “How to make sure that all my virtual resources and private networks
are properly isolated from other tenants’ networks, especially my competitors? Are my vertical
Network Segments (e.g., for finance, human resources, etc.) properly segregated from each other?”.
Security auditing aims at verifying that the implemented mechanisms are actually providing
the expected security features. However, auditing security without suitable automated tools could
be practically infeasible due to the design complexity and the sheer size of the cloud as motivated
in the following example. Note that domain-specific terms used in the paper are summarized in
the glossary.
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Fig. 1. A Two-Layer View of a Multi-Tenant Virtualized Infrastructure in Cloud: The Infrastructure Management Layer and the Implementation Layer

Motivating Example. Figure 1 illustrates a simplified view of an OpenStack [45] configuration example for virtualized multi-tenant cloud environments. Following a layered architecture [48], the
cloud stack includes an infrastructure management layer responsible of provisioning, interconnecting, and decommissioning a set of virtual resources belonging to different tenants, at the implementation layer, across distributed physical resources. For instance, at the infrastructure management
layer, virtual machines VM_Adb and VM_Bapp1, are defined in separate Virtual Networks, vNet_A
and vNet_B belonging to Tenant_Alpha and Tenant_Beta, respectively. At the implementation
layer, these VMs are instantiated on Physical Server_1 as VM_11 and VM_21 and are interconnected to form those virtual networks. As the latter networks share the same physical substrate,
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network isolation mechanisms are defined at the management layer and configured at the implementation layer through network virtualization mechanisms to ensure their logical segregation.
For instance, Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) is used to isolate different virtual networks at
the host level (more details are provided in Section 2.1). To audit isolation as defined in applicable
standards, there exist several challenges.
• The gap between the high-level description of the requirements in the standards and the
actual security properties hinders auditing automation. For instance, the requirement on
segregation in networks in ISO 27017 [27] recommends “separation of multi-tenant cloud
service customer environments”. Stated as such, these requirements do not detail exactly what
data to be checked or how it should be verified.
• The layered nature of the cloud stack and the dependencies between layers make existing
approaches that separately verify each single layer ineffective. Those layers maintain different but complementary views of the virtual infrastructure and current isolation mechanisms configurations. For instance, assume Tenant_Beta compromises the hypervisor on
Physical Server_1 (e.g., by exploiting some vulnerabilities [46]) and succeeds to directly
modify VLAN_200 associated with VM_21 to become VLAN_100 that is currently associated
with VM_11 and VM_12 on Physical Server_1. This leads to a topology isolation breach as
both VMs will become part of the same Layer 2 virtual network defined for vNet_A, opening
the door for further attacks [52]. The verification of the management layer view cannot detect such a breach as VLAN tags are managed locally at the implementation layer. Additionally, verifying the implementation layer only without mapping the virtual resources to their
owners (maintained only at the management layer), would not allow a per-tenant identification of the breached resource. For example, the association between VM_Bapp1, vNet_B and
their owner (Tenant_Beta) in the management layer view should be consistently mapped
into the association between VM_21 in Physical Server_1 with VLAN_200 at the implementation level. This should be done for all tenants. Considering the implementation layer after
the attack in Figure 1, VM_11, VM_12 and VM_21 in Physical Server_1 can be identified to be
on the same VLAN, namely, VLAN_100. However, without considering that the corresponding VMs at the management layer are in different virtual networks and belong to different
tenants, the breach cannot be properly detected.
• Correctly identifying the relevant data and their sources in the cloud for each security requirement increases the complexity of auditing. This can be amplified with the diversity and
plurality of data sources located at different cloud stack layers. Furthermore, the data should
not be collected only from different layers but also from different physical servers. In addition, their underlying semantics and relationships should be properly understood to be able
to process it. The relation of this data and its semantics to the verified property constitutes
a real challenge in automating cloud auditing.
In summary, taking into account the complexity factor and multi-layered nature of the cloud, the
majority of existing approaches (e.g., [31, 55]) are not designed to handle cross-layer consistent
isolation verification. Thus, in this paper, we propose an automated cross-layer approach that
tackles the above issues for auditing isolation requirements between virtual networks in a multitenant cloud. We focus on isolation at Layer 2 Virtual Networks and Overlay Networks, namely
topology isolation, which is the basic building block for networks communication and segregation
for upper network layers1 . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort on auditing cloud
infrastructure isolation at layer 2 virtual networks and overlay taking into account cross-layer
consistency in the cloud stack. The following summarizes our main contributions:
1 We

refer to the network layers defined in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model
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• To fill the gap between standards and isolation verification, we devise a set of concrete security properties based on the literature and common knowledge on layer 2 virtual networks
isolation and relate them to relevant requirements in security standards.
• To identify the relevant data for auditing network isolation and capture its underlying semantics across multiple layers, we elaborate a model capturing the cloud-stack layers and
the verified network layers along with their inter-dependencies and isolation mechanisms.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose such a model.
• We propose an off-line verification approach that spans the OpenStack implementation and
management layers, which allows to evaluate the consistency of layer 2 virtual network
isolation. We rely on the model defined above as input to our approach and a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) solver, namely, Sugar [53], as a back-end verification tool.
• We report real-life experience and challenges faced when integrating our auditing and compliance validation solution into OpenStack. We further conduct experiments to demonstrate
the applicability of our approach.
The preliminary version of this paper appears in [31]. While the latter focuses on the verification
of only the infrastructure management layer, we propose in this paper a different approach that
tackles the need of considering complementarity between cloud layers, namely implementation
and infrastructure management layers. Thus, we derive a new model capturing network-related
entities at each layer, their inter-relationships annotated with cardinality constraints, and crosslayer mapping (Section 2). We propose a new methodology (Section 3) addressing challenges of
cross-layer verification and demonstrate how our solution can detect layer 2 virtual network isolation breaches with per-tenant evidences. We also propose a new set of security properties (Section
3.2) related to cross-layer network topology isolation and consistency requirements. Furthermore,
we discuss new experimental results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a background on network
isolation mechanisms, the threat model and our cloud virtualized infrastructure model. Section 3
describes our methodology and the related security properties. Section4 details the integration of
our auditing framework into OpenStack. Section 5 experimentally evaluates the performance of
our approach. Section 6 discusses the adaptability of our solution to other platforms and possible
improvements. Section 7 reviews the related work. Finally, we conclude our paper and provide
future directions in Section 8.
2

MODELS

In this section, we provide a background on the network isolation mechanisms considered in this
paper, and we present the threat model followed by our model that captures tenants’ virtual networks at the infrastructure management and implementation layers.
2.1

Preliminaries

In this work, we focus on layer 2 virtual networks deployed in cloud environments managed by
OpenStack. We furthermore consider Open vSwitch (OVS) 2 for providing layer 2 network function
to guest VMs at the host level [47].
In large scale OpenStack-based cloud infrastructures, layer 2 virtual networks are implemented
on the same server using Virtual LANs (VLAN), and across the physical network through Virtual
Extended LAN (VXLAN) as an overlay technology. The VXLAN technology is used to overcome the
scale limitation of VLANs, which only allows for a maximum of 4,096 tags [18]. More specifically,
2 Open

vSwitch OVS is one of the mostly used OpenFlow-enabled Virtual Switches in more than 30% deployments, and is
compatible with most hypervisors including Xen, KVM and VMware.
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on each physical server, disjoint VLAN tags are assigned to ports connecting VMs that are part
of different isolated virtual networks. Furthermore, a unique VXLAN identifier is assigned per
isolated virtual network in order to extend layer 2 virtual networks between different physical
servers, thus forming an overlay network. When the traffic leaves a VM (or a physical server),
the appropriate VLAN tag (or VXLAN identifier) is inserted into the traffic by configurable OVS
forwarding rules to maintain proper layer 2 traffic isolation. The mapping between VLAN tags
and VXLAN identifiers performed by the OVS rules ensures that the traffic is smoothly steered
between sources and destinations deployed over different physical servers.
Example 2.1. Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed view of layer 2 virtual networks implementation
for the configuration showed in Figure 1. According to the latter figure, VM_11, VM_12 and VM_13
belong to Tenant_Alpha and are connected to vNet_A. VLAN_100 is defined at Physical Server_1
to enable isolated layer 2 communication between VM_11 and VM_12, whereas VLAN_200 is defined
to isolate VM_21 at the same physical server since the latter VM is connected to another virtual
network (vNet_B). Similarly, at Physical Server_2, different VLAN tags, namely, VLAN_101 and
VLAN_201, are defined to isolate VM_13 and VM_22 respectively since they are connected to different
networks. Since VM_11, VM_12 and VM_13 are all connected to the same virtual network (see Figure
1) but deployed over two different physical servers, VXLAN is used as an overlay protocol to
logically connect VMs across physical servers while ensuring isolation. To this end, two distinct
VXLAN identifiers, namely, VXLAN_0×100 and VXLAN_0×200, are associated to vNet_A and vNet_B,
respectively. Then, to achieve end to end isolation, VXLAN_0× 100 is attached to VLAN_100 on
Physical Server_1 and to VLAN_101 on Physical Server_2, while VXLAN_0×200 is attached
to VLAN_200 on Physical Server_1 and to VLAN_201 on Physical Server_2. This would allow
to isolate the virtual networks both at the host level (through different VLAN tags) and at the
physical network level (through different VXLAN identifiers).
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Fig. 2. A Detailed View of the Implementation Layer of Figure 1

2.2 Threat Model
We assume that the cloud infrastructure management system has implementation flaws and vulnerabilities, which can be potentially exploited by malicious entities leading to tenants’ virtual infrastructures isolation failures. For instance, a reported vulnerability in OpenStack Neutron OSSA2014-008 [42] allows a tenant to create a virtual port on another tenant’s virtual router without
checking his identity. Exploiting such vulnerabilities leads to serious isolation breaches opening
doors to more harmful attacks such as network sniffing. As another example, a malicious tenant
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can take advantage from the known cloud data centers configuration strategies to locate his victim inside the cloud [51]. In addition, he can compromise some host hypervisors to deliberately
change network configurations at the implementation layer.
Our auditing approach focuses on verifying security compliance of OpenStack-managed cloud
infrastructures with respect to predefined security properties related to virtual infrastructure isolation defined in relevant security standards or tenant specific requirements. Thus, our solution is
not designed to replace intrusion detection systems or vulnerability analysis tools (e.g., vulnerability scanners). However, by verifying security properties, our solution may detect the effects and
consequences of certain vulnerabilities exploit or threats on the configuration of the cloud under
the following conditions: a) the vulnerability exploit or threat violates at least one of the security
properties being audited, b) the violations generate logged events and configuration data, c) the
corresponding traces of those violations in logs and configuration data are intact and not erased or
tampered with, as the correctness of our audit results depends on the correct input data extracted
from logs, databases, and devices.
The out of scope threats include attacks that do not violate the specified security properties,
attacks not captured in the logs or databases, and attacks through which the attackers may remove
or tamper with logged events. Existing techniques on trusted auditing may be applied to establish
a chain of trust from TPM chips to auditing components, e.g., [4]).
We focus on layer 2 virtual network in this paper, and our work is complementary to existing
solutions at other network layers. We assume that not all tenants trust each other. In certain cloud
offerings (e.g., private clouds), a tenant can either require not to share any physical resource with
all other tenants, or provide a white (or black) list of trusted (or distrusted) tenants that he is (or
not) willing to share resources with. Finally, we assume the verification results do not disclose
sensitive information about other tenants and regard potential privacy issues as a future work.
Finally, we focus on auditing structural properties such as the assignment of instances to physical hosts, the proper configuration of virtualization mechanisms, and consistency of the configurations in different layers of the cloud. Those properties mainly involve static configuration information that are already stored by the cloud system at the cloud management layer and the
implementation layer. The verification of operational properties, which are related to the network
forwarding functionality, are out of the scope of the paper.
2.3

Virtualized Cloud Infrastructure Model

In this section, we present the two-layered model that we derive to capture information related to
isolated virtual networks at both the infrastructure management and the implementation layers.
This model was derived based on common knowledge and studied literature on implementation
and management of isolated virtual networks [16]. For instance, to elaborate and validate the
infrastructure management layer model, we analyzed the abstractions exposed by the most popular
cloud platforms providing tenants the capability to build virtual private networks (e.g., AWS EC2Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) [3], Google Cloud Platform (GCP) [23], Microsoft Azure [36], VMware
virtual Cloud Director (vCD) [54] and OpenStack [45]). More details will be provided in Table 7
(Section 6). For the implementation model, we relied on performing intensive tests on OpenStack
compute and network nodes, then we supported our understanding by exploring the literature
[18, 38]. Finally, we validated our two-layer model with subject matter experts.
The model allows capturing the data to be audited at each layer, its underlying semantics and
relation with isolation requirements. It also defines cross-layer mappings of data in different layers
to capture consistency requirements. We first present an example that provides intuitions on the
proposed model.
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Fig. 3. Subsets of Data and its Relations at the Could Infrastructure Implementation and Management Layers Showing Isolation Violation. At the Implementation Level, VM_21 is Connected on Port_21, that is Assigned VLAN_100 as a Consequence of the Attack. Since VLAN_100 is Mapped to VXLAN 0×100, which is
Mapped to seg_256 at the Infrastructure Management Layer and the Latter Segment is Assigned to vNet_A
of Tenant_Alpha, VM_21 Belonging to Tenant_Beta is Now on the Same Network Segment as VMs in vNet_A

Example 2.2. Figure 3 captures a subset of the data, at different layers, that is relevant to virtual
networks vNet_A and vNet_B corresponding to the deployment illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The upper part of the figure shows a subset of the data managed by the infrastructure management
layer and on the lower part, the subset of data managed by the implementation layer. Nodes represent data instances, while the directed arrows represent relations between these data instances.
For example, at the infrastructure management layer, the relationship IsConnectedTovNet relates three instances of data VM_Adb, vNet_A, and vPort_11, and means that VM_Adb is connected
to vNet_A on virtual port vPort_11. A cross-layer mapping, shown as small dotted undirected arrows, between some of the data instances at different layers is used to relate management-defined
data to its implementation counterpart. For instance, VM_Adb and vPort_11 have each a one-toone cross-layer mapping to VM_11 and Port_11, respectively, while no data entity at the implementation layer could be directly mapped to vNet_A at the management layer. The latter can be
indirectly mapped to VXLAN_0x100 at the implementation layer via the segment seg_256. More
precisely, vNet_A is implemented using VXLAN_0x100 and a set of corresponding VLANs, namely,
VLAN_100 and VLAN_101 (via IsMappedToVXLANonOVS), which are assigned to Port_11, Port_13,
and Port_21 (via IsAssignedVLAN).
This instance of the layered-model allows capturing topology isolation breaches and identifying
which networks, VMs, and tenants are in this situation. Indeed VM_21 is found to be on the same
virtual layer 2 segment as VM_11 and VM_13. There are two types of isolation breaches and they
are illustrated as follows:
ACM Trans. Web, Vol. 21, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: August 2018.
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• Intra-server topology isolation breach. At the implementation layer, VM_21 is connected on
port Port_21 (via relationship IsConnectedonPort), which is assigned VLAN_100 (via relationship IsAssignedVLAN) in the open vSwitch OVS_1. Additionally, since Port_11 connecting VM_11 is also assigned VLAN_100 on the same switch, both VM_11 and VM_21 connected
via these ports are located on the same virtual network segment VLAN_100 (which corresponds to vNet_A at the infrastructure management level) leading to an isolation breach.
Since both VMs are in the same server, namely, Server_1, it is said to be an intra-server topology isolation at virtual layer 2. Noteworthy, without the correct mapping between VM_11 and
VM_21 at the implementation layer to their respective counterparts VM_Adb and VM_Bapp1 as
well as the ownership information (i.e., these VMs belong to different tenants and are connected on different virtual networks) at the management layer, we cannot conclude on the
existence of this breach by only considering data from the implementation layer.
• Inter-server topology isolation breach. At the implementation layer, VLAN_100 that is
assigned to ports Port_21 and Port_11 is mapped to VXLAN_0x100 via relationship
IsMAppedToVXLANonOVS (which corresponds again to vNet_A at the infrastructure management level). However, this VXLAN identifier is also related to another VLAN_tag, namely,
VLAN_101, which is assigned to port Port_13 connecting VM_13 on Server_2. This is an interserver topology isolation breach, since VM_13 and VM_21 are running on different servers
(Physical Server_2 and Physical Server_1).
The two-layered model shown in Figure 3 is actually a sub-instance of the model we derived
for the cloud infrastructure management and implementation layers that is illustrated in Figure 4.
Therein, entities are illustrated using rectangles and arrows represent relationships between those
entities. Entities represent data types that are managed by one of the layers. We use cardinality
constraints to capture allowed number of data instances for each entity in the context of each
relationship.
Infrastructure Management Model. The upper model in Figure 4 captures the view from the
cloud infrastructure management system perspective. This layer manages virtual resources such
VMs, routers, and virtual networks (represented as entities) as well as their ownership relation
(represented as relationships) with respect to tenants. Once connected together, these resources
form the tenants’ virtual infrastructures. Some entities, for instance Tenant, are only maintained
at the management layer and have no counterpart at the lower layer. Other entities exist across
layers (e.g., VMs and ports), however, one-to-one mappings should be maintained. These mappings
allow inferring missing relationships between layers and help checking consistency between the
cloud stack layers. Isolation between different virtual networks at this layer is defined using a
segmentation mechanism, modeled as entity Segment. A segment should be unique for all elements
of the same virtual infrastructure.
Example 2.3. Ownership is modeled using the BelongsTo relationship in Figure 4 between
Tenant and vResource. The related cardinality constraint (M:1), expresses that, following the
directed edge, a given vResource can only belong to a single (i.e., 1) Tenant, but, a Tenant can
own multiple (i.e., M) virtual resources. The isAssignedSeg relationship and its cardinality constraint (1:1) relating Segment to vNet allows having a unique segment per network. Relationships
isConnectToVnet and HasRunningVM are of special interest to us and thus they are depicted in
the model even though they can be inferred from other relationships.
Implementation Model. The lower model in Figure 4 captures a typical OpenStack implementation of the infrastructure management view using well-known layer 2 isolation technologies,
VXLAN and VLAN. The model can capture other layer 2 isolation mechanisms such as Generic
ACM Trans. Web, Vol. 21, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: August 2018.
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Routing Encapsulation (GRE) by replacing the entity VXLAN with entity GRE. Some entities and
relationships in this model represent the implementation of their counterparts at the management
model. For instance, VXLAN combined with VLAN are implementation of entity Segment. Other
entities such as virtual networking devices Open vSwitch (OVS) and Virtual Tunneling End Point
(VTEP) are specific to the implementation layer as they do not exist at the infrastructure management model. They play the vital role in connecting VM instances to their hosting machines and to
their virtual networks across different servers. Indeed, VTEPs are overlay-aware interfaces responsible for the encapsulation of packets with the right tunnel header depending on the destination
VM and its current hosting server.
Example 2.4. At the lower model in Figure 4, the ternary relationship isAssignedVLAN with
cardinality (M:M:1) means that each single port in a given OVS can be assigned at most one VLAN
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but multiple ports can be assigned the same VLAN. To capture isolation at overlay networks spanning over different servers, the ternary relationship isMappedtoVXLAN states that each VLAN in
each OVS is mapped to a unique VXLAN. The unicity between a specific port and a VLAN in an
OVS as well as the unicity of the mapping of a VLAN to a VXLAN in a given OVS, are inherited
from the unicity of the mapping of a segment to a virtual network. The two ternary relationships
hasMapping and isAssociatedWith are used to model VTEPs information existing over different
physical servers. Several relations have similar semantics in both models, however, we use different names for clarity. For instance, VMRunningOn at the implementation layer corresponds to
isRunningOn at the management layer.
Entities and relationships defined in these models will be used in our approach to automate the
verification of isolation between tenants’ virtual infrastructures. They will be essentially used to
express system data and the relations among them in the form of instances of these models. Also,
they will be used to express properties related to isolation as will be presented in next section.
3

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we detail our approach for auditing compliance of virtual layer 2 networks with
respect to a multi-tenant cloud.
3.1

Overview

Figure 5 presents an overview of our approach. Our main idea is to use the derived two-layered
model (Section 2) to capture the implementation of the multi-tenant virtual infrastructure along
with its specification. We then verify the implementation against its specification to detect violation of the properties.
Isolation and
Consistency rules
Infrastructure Management and
Implementation models

Properties in First Order Logic
(Specification)
Translator

Cloud Infrastructure
Management System
(e.g., OpenStack)

Instances of Models
(Implementation)

Infrastructure Implementation
(Switches, physical servers,...)

CSP
Code

CSP
Solver

Verification
Results

Fig. 5. An Overview of our Verification Approach

To be able to automatically process the model as the specification support for the virtual infrastructure, we first express it in First Order Logic (FOL) [5]. We encode entities and relationships
in both models into a set of FOL expressions, namely, variables and relations. We also express
isolation and consistency rules as FOL predicates based on the FOL expressions derived from the
model. This process is performed offline and only once.
To obtain the implementation of the system, we collect real data from different layers (cloud
management and cloud infrastructure) and use the model entities and relationships definitions to
build an instance of the model representing the current state of the system. As we aim at detecting
violations, we represent relationships between real data as instances of FOL n-ary relations without
restricting instances to meet cardinality constraints. This will be detailed later on in this section.
As a back-end verification mechanism, we rely on the off-the-shelf CSP solver Sugar. The latter
allows formulation of many complex problems in terms of variables defined over finite domains
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and constraints. Its generic goal is to find a vector of values (a.k.a. assignment) that satisfies all
constraints expressed over the variables. If all constraints are satisfied, the solver returns SAT,
otherwise, it returns UNSAT. In the case of a SAT result, a solution to the problem, which is a
specific assignment of values to the variables that satisfies the constraints, is provided. One of
the key advantages of using constraint solving is to enable uniformly specifying systems data and
properties in a clean formalism and covering a wide range of properties [58]. Furthermore, the
latter allows to identify the data violating the verified properties as it will be explained in Section
3.3.
3.2 Cloud Auditing Properties
Among the goals of this work is to establish a bridge between high-level security standards and
low-level implementation as well as to enable verification automation. Therefore, this section describes a set of concrete security properties related to layer 2 virtual network and overlay network
isolation in a multi-tenant environment. In this paper, we focus on the verification of structural
properties gathered from the literature and the subject matter. To have a more concrete example
of layer 2 virtual network isolation mechanisms, we refer to VLAN and VXLAN as examples of
well-established technologies.
Table 1 presents an excerpt of the security properties mapped to relevant domains and control classes in security standards, namely CCM [13] (Infrastructure and virtualization security
segmentation domain), ISO27017 [27] (Segregation in networks section) and NIST800 [41] (System and communications protection, System and information integrity security controls). These
properties are either checked on individual cloud layers (i.e., infrastructure management level or
implementation level), or based on information gathered from both layers at the same time. In
the following, we provide a brief description for the security properties of interest and discuss
examples illustrating how those properties are related to isolation, and how they can be violated.
Physical Isolation (No VM co-residence). Physical isolation [24] aims at preventing side and
covert channel attacks, and reducing the risk of attacks staged based on hypervisor and software
switches vulnerabilities by hosting VMs in different physical servers. Such attacks might lead to
performance degradation, sensitive information leakage, and denial of service.
Example 3.1. (No VM co-residence) Figure 6 consists of two subsets of instances of the infrastructure management model presented in Section 2 focusing on entities Tenant, VM and CN (compute
node). At the left side of the figure, we have two virtual machines VM_A1 and VM_A2 belonging
to Tenant_Alpha and running at compute node CN_1, and VM_B1 owned by Tenant_Beta while
running at compute node CN_2. Because of lack of trust, Tenant_Alpha may require physical isolation of its VMs from those of Tenant_Beta. However, as illustrated at the right side of Figure 6,
VM_A2 can be migrated from CN_1 to CN_2 for load balancing. This new instance of the model after
migration illustrates the violation of physical isolation.
Virtual Resource Isolation (No common ownership). The no common ownership property
[31] aims at verifying that no virtual resource is co-owned by multiple tenants. Tenants are generally allowed to interconnect their own virtual resources to build their cloud virtual networks by
modifying their configurations. However, if a virtual resource (e.g., a router or a port) is co-owned
by multiple tenants, it can be part of several virtual networks belonging to different tenants, which
can potentially create a breach of isolation.
Example 3.2. (No common ownership) This property has been violated in a real-life OpenStack
deployment by exploiting a vulnerability OSSA-2014-008 [43], reported in the OpenStack Neutron
networking service, which allows a tenant to create a virtual port on another tenant’s router. An
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Fig. 6. Subsets of the Infrastructure Management Model Instances Before and After Violation of No VM
Co-residence Property Illustrating an Example of Data on VM Locations. After Migration, VM_A2 Becomes
Co-resident with VM_B1 at Compute Node CN_2.

instance of our infrastructure management model can capture this violation as illustrated in Figure
7. The model instance on the left side illustrates the initial entities and their relationships before exploiting the vulnerability. Assume that Tenant_Beta, by exploiting the said vulnerability, created
vPort_21, and plugged it into Router_A1, which belongs to Tenant_Alpha. This would modify
the model instance as illustrated on the right side showing the violation of no common ownership.
Indeed, Tenant_Beta is the owner vPort_21 as it is the initiator of the port creation. But since the
port is connected to Router_A1, the created port would be considered as a common resource for
both tenants.
Before

Tenant_
Alpha

After

Tenant_
Beta

BelongsTo

Tenant_
Alpha
BelongsTo

BelongsTo

BelongsTo

BelongsTo

vRouter_A1

vRouter_B1

Creation

HasInterface

HasInterface

of vPort_21

vPort_10

vPort_20

BelongsTo

Tenant_
Beta
BelongsTo
BelongsTo

vRouter_A1
HasInterface

BelongsTo

vRouter_B1

HasInterface

vPort_10

BelongsTo

vPort_21

HasInterface
vPort_20

Fig. 7. Subsets of the Infrastructure Management Model Instances Before and After Violation of No Common
Ownership Property Illustrating an Example of Data on Ports and Routers Ownership. After Creating Port
vPort_21, the Latter Becomes Owned by Two Tenants.

Topology Isolation. This property ensures that virtualization mechanisms are properly configured and provide adequate logical isolation between virtual networks. By using isolated virtual
topologies, traffic belonging to different virtual networks would travel on logically separated paths,
thus ensuring traffic isolation. Example 2.2 provided in Section 2 illustrates a topology isolation
violation using an instance of our model.
Topology Consistency. Topology consistency consists of checking whether the topology view in
the cloud infrastructure management system, consistently matches the actual implemented topology, and the other way around, while considering different tenants’ boundaries.
Example 3.3. (Port consistency) Assume that a malicious insider deliberately created a port
Port_40 directly on OVS_1 without passing by the cloud infrastructure management system and
tagged it with VLAN_100, which is already assigned to Tenant_Alpha. This allows the malicious
insider to sniff tenant’s Alpha traffic on VLAN_100 via Port_40, which clearly leads to the violation
of network isolation property.
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Level

Description

Mgmt.

VMs of a tenant should not be placed on
the same compute node as VMs of a non
trusted tenant
All tenant-specific resources should belong to a unique tenant

×

Virtual networks and segments should be
mapped one-to-one

×

vPorts should be mapped to unique segments

×

VMs should be attached tot he virtual networks they are connected to through the
right vPorts

×

Impl.

×

Ports should be mapped tounique VLANs

×

VLANs and VXLANs should be mapped
one-to-one on a given server
In each VTEP end, VMs are associated to
their physical location and to the VXLAN
assigned to the networks they are attached to
Consistency between VMs locations at
the implementation level and at the management level
Consistency between vPorts in the implementation level and their counterparts in
the management level
VMs should be connected to the VLANs
and VXLANs in the implementation level
that correspond to the virtual networks
they are attached to at the management
level

×
×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Table 1. Excerpt of Security Properties

3.3 Verification Approach
In order to systematically verify isolation and consistency properties over the model, we need to
transform the model and its instances as well as the requirements into FOL expressions that can
be automatically processed. In the following, we present how we express the model, the data, and
the properties in FOL.
3.3.1 Model and Data Representation. Entities in the model are encoded into FOL variables where
their domains would encompass all instances defined by the system data. Each n-ary relationship is
encoded into a FOL n-ary relation over the related variables, where the instance of a given relation
is the set of tuples corresponding entities-instances as defined by the relationship.
For instance, in the model instance of Figure 3, the relationship IsMappedToVXLANOnOVS is translated into the following FOL relation instances capturing the actual implementation setup showing
the mapping of a VLAN into a VXLAN on a given OVS instance.
• IsMapedToVXLANOnOVS(OVS_2, VLAN_101, VXLAN_0×100)
• IsMapedToVXLANOnOVS(OVS_1, VLAN_100, VXLAN_0×100)
Table 2 shows the main FOL relations defined in our model. These relations are required for
expressing properties, which are formed as predicates as it will be presented next.
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Relations
Bel onдsT o(r, t )
H asRunninдV M(t, vm)
Does N otT r ust (t 1, t 2)

Def. at
Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Mgmt.

I sRunninдOn(vm, cn)
I s MappedT oSeд(vp, seд)
I sAssiдned Seд(v N et, seд)
I sConnectedT ov N et (vm, v N et, vp)
H as P or t (sw, p)
I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw, p, vl an)
I s MappedT oV X LAN OnOV S (sw,
vl an, vxl an)
Sw RunninдOn(sw, s)
V MRunninдOn(vm, s)
I sConnectedOnP or t (vm, sw, p)
H as Mappinд(ovs, vm, vxl an)
I sAssoci atedW ith(ovs, vm, vtep)
I sRel atedT o(vtep, s)

Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Impl.
Impl.

Evaluate to T r ue if
The resource r is owned by tenant t
The tenant t has a running virtual machine vm
Tenant t 2 is not trusted by tenant t 1 which means that t 1’resources should
not share the same hardware with t 2’ instances
The instance vm is located at the compute node cn
The virtual port vp is mapped to the segment seд
The virtual network v N et is assigned the segment seд
vm is connect to v N et on the virtual portvp
The virtual switch sw has a portp
The portp on switch sw is assigned the VLAN vl an

Impl.

vl an is mapped to vxl an on the virtual switch sw

Impl.
Impl.
Impl.
Impl.
Impl.
Impl.

The switch sw is running on the server s
The VM vm is running on the server s
The VM vm is connected on port p belonging to the switch sw
The VM vm is associated to vxl an on a remote switch ovs
The VM vm is associated to the remote VTEP vtep on ovs
the VTEP vtep is defined on the server s

Table 2. Relations in the Implementation and Infrastructure Management Models Encoded in FOL

Properties
No VM co-residence
(P1)
No common ownership
(P2)

FOL Expressions
∀t 1, t 2 ∈ T E N AN T , ∀vm1, vm2 ∈ V M, ∀cn1, cn2 ∈ CO M PU T E N : H asRunninдV M(t 1, vm1)∧
H asRunninдV M(t 2, vm2) ∧ Does N otT r ust (t 1, t 2) ∧ I sRunninдOn(vm1, cn1)
∧I sRunninдOn(vm2, cn2) → ¬(cn1 = cn2)
∀r ∈ vResour ce, ∀t 1, t 2 ∈ T E N AN T : Bel onдsT o(r, t 1) ∧ Bel onдsT o(r, t 2) → (t 1 = t 2)

Mappings unicity Virtual
Networks and Segments
(P3)

∀v N et 1, v N et 2 ∈ v N ET , ∀seд1, seд2 ∈ Seдment : [I sAssiдned Seд(v N et 1, seд1)∧
I sAssiдned Seд(v N et 2, seд2) ∧ ¬(v N et 1 = v N et 2) → ¬(seд1 = seд2)]∧
[I sAssiдned Seд(v N et 1, seд1) ∧ I sAssiдned Seд(v N et 2, seд2)∧
¬(seд1 = seд2) → ¬(v N et 1 = v N et 2)]

Mappings unicity PortsSegments (P4)

∀seд1, seд2 ∈ Seдment, ∀vp ∈ v P O RT : I s MappedT oSeд(vp, seд1)∧
I s MappedT oSeд(vp, seд2) → (seд1 = seд2)

Correct association PortsVirtual Networks (P5)

∀vm ∈ V M, ∀v N et ∈ v N ET , ∀seд1, seд2 ∈ Seдment, ∀vp ∈ v P or t :
I sConnectedT ov N et (vm, v N et, vp) ∧ I sAssiдned Seд(v N et, seд1)
∧I s MappedT oSeд(vp, seд2) → (seд1 = seд2)

Table 3. Isolation Properties at the Infrastructure Management Level in FOL

Properties
Mapping unicity PortsVLANs (P6)
Mapping unicity VLANsVXLANs (P7)

Overlay tunnels isolation
(P8)

FOL Expressions
∀sw ∈ OV S, ∀p ∈ P or t, ∀vl an1, vl an2 ∈ V LAN : H as P or t (sw, p)∧
I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw, p, vl an1) ∧ I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw, p, vl an2) →
(vl an1 = vl an2)
∀vxl an1, vxl an2 ∈ V X LAN , ∀vl an ∈ vl an, ∀sw ∈ OV S,
∀p ∈ P O RT : (I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw, p, vl an) ∧ I s MappedT oV X LAN OnOV S (sw, vl an, vxl an1)
∧I s MappedT oV X LAN OnOV S (sw, vl an, vxl an2) → (vxl an1 = vxl an2)
∀vm ∈ V M, ∀sw 1, sw 2 ∈ OV S, ∀p ∈ P O RT , ∀vxl an1, vxl an2 ∈ V X LAN , ∀s1, s2 ∈ Ser ver,
∀vtep ∈ RemoteV T EP, ∀vl an ∈ V LAN : H as P or t (sw 1, p) ∧ SW RunninдOn(sw 1, s1)∧
I sConnectedOnP or t (V M, sw 1, p) ∧ I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw 1, p, vl an)∧
I s MappedT oV X LAN OnOV S (sw 1, vl an, vxl an1) ∧ I sAssoci atedW ith(sw 2, vm, vtep)
∧H as Mappinд(sw 2, vm, vxl an2) ∧ I sRel atedT o(vtep, s2) → (s1 = s2) ∧ (vxl an1 = vxl an2)

Table 4. Isolation Properties at the Implementation Level in FOL

3.3.2 Properties Expressions. Security properties presented in Table 1 can be expressed as FOL
predicates over FOL relations defined in Table 2.
Table 3 shows FOL predicates for the isolation properties at the infrastructure management
model. Table 4 presents FOL predicates for the isolation properties at the implementation model.
Table 5 summarizes the expressions of consistency-related properties.
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FOL Expressions
∀vm1 ∈ V M, ∀cn ∈ CO M PU T E N : I sRunninдOn((vm1, cn) →
∃vm2 ∈ iV M, ∃s ∈ S ERV ER : V MRunninдOn(vm2, s) ∧ (vm1 = vm2) ∧ (cn = s)

∀v N et ∈ v N ET , ∀seд ∈ Seдment, ∀vp ∈ v P O RT : I sAssiдned Seд(v N et, seд)
∧I s MappedT oSeд(vp, seд) →
[∃sw ∈ OV S, ∃vxl an ∈ V X LAN , ∃vl an ∈ V LAN , ∃p ∈ P O RT : I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw, p, vl an)
∧I s MappedT oV X LAN OnOV S (sw, vl an, vxl an) ∧ (seд = vxl an)(vp = p)]
∀vm1 ∈ iV M, ∀vxl an ∈ V X LAN , ∀sw ∈ OV S, ∀vl an ∈ V LAN , ∀p ∈ P O RT :
I sConnectedOnP or t (vm1, sw, p)∧
I sAssiдnedV LAN (sw, p, vl an) ∧ I s MappedT oV X LAN OnOV S (sw, vl an, vxl an) →
[∃vm2 ∈ vV M, ∃v N et ∈ v N ET , ∃seд ∈ Seдment, ∃vp ∈ v P O RT :
I sConnectedT ov N et (vm2, v N et, vp) ∧ (vm1 = vm2)∧
I sAssiдned Seд(v N et, seд) ∧ (seд = vxl an)]

Table 5. Topology Consistency Properties in FOL

3.3.3 Isolation Verification. As discussed before (Section 3.3.1), model instances are built based
on the collected data and they are encoded as tuples of data representing relations’ instances. On
another hand, properties are encoded as predicates to specify the conditions that these relations’
instances should meet.
To verify the security properties, we use both properties’ predicates and relations’ instances to
formulate the CSP constraints to be fed into the CSP solver. Since CSP solvers provide solutions
only in case the constraint is satisfied (SAT), we define constraints using the negative form of the
FOL predicates presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5. Hence, the solution provided by the CSP solver gives
the relations’ instances for which the negative form of the property is satisfied, meaning that a
violation has occurred.
To better explain how the CSP solver allows to obtain the violation evidence, we provide hereafter an example of the verification of the inter-server isolation property provided in Example 2.2.
Example 3.4. We assume that VM location consistency and port consistency properties were
verified to be met by the configuration. From the infrastructure management level, we recover the
virtual networks connecting each VM and their corresponding segment. This is captured through
the following relation instances:
• IsConnectedTovNet((VM_Bapp1, vNet_B, vPort_21), (VM_Adb, vNet_A, vPort_11),
(VM_Aweb, vNet_A, vPort_13))
• IsAssignedSeg((vNet_B, seg_512),(vNet_A, seg_256)))
From the implementation level, we recover the OVS and the ports connecting VMs in addition
to their assigned VLAN tags and VXLAN identifiers captured through the following relation instances:
• IsConnectedOnPort((VM_21, OVS_1, Port_21),(VM_11, OVS_1, Port_11), (VM_13,
OVS_2, Port_13))
• IsAssignedVLAN((OVS_1, Port_21, vlan_100),(OVS_1,
Port_11,
vlan_100),
(OVS_2, Port_13, vlan_101))
• IsMappedToVXLANOnOVS((OVS_1, vlan_100, vxlan_0×100),(OVS_2,
vlan_101,
vxlan_0×100))
We would like to verify that the VXLAN identifier assigned to a virtual network at the implementation level is equal to the segment assigned to this same network at the infrastructure management level (after conversion to decimal), which is expressed by virtual link consistency property
(P11). To find whether there exist relations’ tuples that falsify this property (¬P11), we first formulate the CSP instance using the negative form of the corresponding predicate, which corresponds
to the following predicate:
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¬P11 = ∃vm1 ∈ iVM, ∃vxlan ∈ VXLAN, ∃sw ∈ OVS, ∃vlan ∈ VLAN, ∃p ∈ PORT,
∀vm2 ∈ vVM, ∀vNet ∈ vNET, ∀seg ∈ Segment, ∀vp ∈ vPORT :

(1)

IsConnectedOnPort(vm1, sw, p) ∧ IsAssignedVLAN(sw, p, vlan)∧
IsMappedToVXLANOnOVS(sw, vlan, vxlan)∧
¬IsConnectedTovNet(vm2, vNet, vp) ∨ ¬(vm1 = vm2)∨
¬IsAssignedSeg(vNet, seg) ∨ ¬(seg = vxlan)
By verifying predicate 1 over all the aforementioned relations’ instances, the solver finds an
assignment such that the above predicate becomes true, which means that the property P11 is
violated. The predicate instance that caused the violation can be written as follows:
IsConnectedOnPort(VM_21, OVS_1, Port_21)∧
IsAssignedVLAN(OVS_1, Port_21, vlan_100)∧

(2)

IsMappedToVXLANOnOVS(OVS_1, vlan_100, vxlan_0 × 100)∧
¬IsConnectedTovNet(VM_Bapp1, vNet_B, vPort_21) ∨ ¬(VM_21 = VM_Bapp1)∨
¬IsAssignedSeg(vNet_B, seg_512) ∨ ¬(seg_512 = vxlan_0 × 100)
Since seg is equal to 512 and the decimal value of VXLAN0_×100, namely vxlan, is 256, then
the equality seg=vxlan will be evaluated to false and ¬(seg=vxlan) will be evaluated to true,
which makes the assignment in predicate 2 satisfying the constraint. This set of tuples provides
the evidence about what values breached the security property P11. Note that as VM consistency
and port consistency properties were assumed to be verified, the equality between VM_Bapp1 and
VM_21 holds (based on their identifiers that could be their MAC addresses for instance).
In the following section, we present our auditing solution integrated into OpenStack and show
details on how we use the CSP solver Sugar as a back-end verification engine.
4

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first provide a high-level architecture of our system. We then briefly review
the most relevant OpenStack services and OVS. Finally, we detail our implementation and its integration into OpenStack and Congress [44], an open-source framework implementing policy as
a service for OpenStack.
4.1 Architecture
Figure 8 illustrates a high-level architecture of our auditing system. It has three main components:
data collection and processing module, compliance verification module and the dashboard and
reporting module. Our solution interacts mainly with the cloud infrastructure management system
(e.g., OpenStack) and elements in the data center infrastructure to collect various types of audit
data. It also interacts with the cloud tenant to obtain the tenant requirements and to provide the
tenant with the audit results. The properties extractor intercepts tenants’ requirements (expressed
as high level properties) and identifies the corresponding low level and concrete properties that
can be directly checked on the collected and processed data. As expressing and processing tenants’
policies is out of the scope of this paper, we assume that they are parsable XML files.
The data collection and processing module is composed of the collection engine and the processing engine. The collection engine is responsible for collecting the required audit data in a batch
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Fig. 8. A High-Level Architecture of our Cloud Auditing Solution

mode. The role of the processing engine is to filter, format, aggregate, and correlate this data. The
required audit data may be distributed throughout the cloud and in different formats. The processing engine pre-processes the data in order to provide specific information needed to verify
given properties. Furthermore, the processing engine recovers the formalized form of the concrete
properties that need to be audited. The last processing step is to generate the code for compliance verification using both the processed data and the formalized properties. The generated code
depends on the selected back-end verification engine.
The compliance verification module is responsible for performing the actual verification of the
audited properties and the detection of violations, if any. Triggered by an audit request, the compliance verification module invokes the back-end verification engine. In case of violation, the verification engine provides details on the breach, which are then intercepted and interpreted by the
result processing engine.
If a security audit property fails, evidence can be obtained from the output of the verification
back-end. Once the outcome of the compliance verification is ready, audit results and evidences are
stored in the audit repository database and made accessible to the audit reporting engine. Several
potential formal verification engines can serve our needs, and the actual choice may depend on
the property being verified.
4.2

Background

As we are interested in auditing the infrastructure virtualization and network segregation, we
first investigated OpenStack documentation to learn which services are involved in the creation
and maintenance of the virtual infrastructure and networking. We found that Nova and Neutron
services in OpenStack are responsible in managing virtual infrastructure and networking at the
management layer. We also investigated the implementation-level, and found that OVS instances
running in different compute nodes are the main components that implements the virtual infrastructure. Following is a brief description of Nova, Neutron and OVS:
Nova [45] This is the OpenStack project designed to provide massively scalable, on demand, selfservice access to compute resources. It is considered as the main part of an Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) model.
Neutron [45] This OpenStack project provides tenants with capabilities to build networking topologies through the exposed API, relying on three object abstractions, namely, networks, subnets and
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Fig. 9. Our OpenStack-based auditing solution with the example of data collection, formatting, correlation
building and Sugar source generation

routers. When leveraged with the Modular Layer 2 plug-in (ML2), Neutron enables supporting various layer 2 networking technologies. In many existing deployments, OVS is used with OpenStack
to manage the network connectivity between tenants’ VMs.
In our settings, an OVS defines two interconnected bridges, the integration bridge (br-int) and
the tunneling bridge (br-tun). VMs are connected via a virtual interface (tap device)3 to br-int.
The latter acts as a normal layer 2 learning switch. It connects VMs attached to a given network
to ports tagged with the corresponding VLAN, which ensures traffic segregation inside the same
compute node.
Each tenant’s network is assigned a unique VXLAN identifier over the whole infrastructure. The
br-tun is endowed with OpenFlow rules [22] that map each internal VLAN-tag to the corresponding VXLAN identifier and vice versa. For egress traffic, the OpenFlow rules strip the VLAN-tag and
set the corresponding VXLAN identifier in order to transmit packets over the physical network.
Conversely, for ingress traffic, OpenFlow rules strip the VXLAN identifier from the received traffic
and set the corresponding VLAN-tag.
4.3

Integration Into OpenStack

We mainly focus on four components in our implementation: the data collection engine, the data
processing engine, the compliance verification engine and the dashboard and reporting engine.
Figure 9 illustrates the steps of our auditing process. In the following, we describe our implementation details.
3 This

direct connection is an abstraction of a chain of one-to-one connections from the virtual interface to the br-int. In
fact, the tap device is connected to the Linux bridge qbr, which is in turn connected to the br-int.
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Sources of Data
Table Instances in Nova database and Routers, Subnets, Ports and networks in Neutron database
Table Instances in Nova database
Table Instances in Nova database
Table ml2_network_segments in Neutron database
Table neworkconnections in Neutron database
Table Instances in Nova database
OVS instances located at various compute nodes, br_int configuration
OVS instances located at various compute nodes, br_int configuration
OVS instances located at various compute nodes, br_tun OpenFlow tables
OVS instances located at various compute nodes, br_int configuration
The infrastructure deployment
OVS instances located at various compute nodes, br_int configuration
OVS instances located at various compute nodes
OVS instances located at various compute nodes
OVS instances located at various compute nodes
The tenant physical isolation requirement input

Table 6. Sample Data Sources in OpenStack, Open vSwitch and Tenants’ Requirements

Data collection engine. The data collection engine involves several components of OpenStack
e.g., Nova and Neutron for collecting audit data from databases and log files, different policy files
and configuration files from the OpenStack ecosystem, and configurations from various virtual
networking components such as OVS instances in all physical servers to fully capture the configuration and virtual networks state. We present hereafter different sources of data along with the
current support for auditing offered by OpenStack and the virtual networking components. Table 6
shows some sample data sources. We use different sources including OpenFlow tables extracted
from OVS instances in every compute node, and Nova and Neutron databases:
• OpenStack. We rely on a collection of OpenStack databases, that can be read using
component-specific APIs. For instance, in Nova database, table Instance contains information about the project (tenant) and the hosting machine, table Migration contains migration
events’ related information such as the source-compute and the destination-compute. The
Neutron database includes various information such as port mappings for different virtualization mechanisms.
• OVS. OpenFlow tables and internal OVS databases in different compute nodes constitute
another important source of audit data for checking whether there exists any discrepancy
between the actual distributed configuration at the implementation layer and the OpenStack
view.
For the sake of comprehensiveness in the data collection process, we firstly check fields of a
variety of log files available in OpenStack, different configuration files and all Nova and Neutron
database tables. We also debug configurations of all OVS instances distributed over the compute
nodes using various OVS’s utilities. Mainly, we recovered ports’ configurations (e.g., ports and
their corresponding VLAN tags) from the integration bridges using the utility ovs-vsctl show,
and we extracted VLAN-VXLAN mappings form the tunneling bridges’ OpenFlow tables using
ovs-ofctl dump-flows. The tunneling bridge maintains a chain of OpenFlow tables for handling
ingress and egress traffic. In order to recover the appropriate data, we identify the pertinent tables
where to collect the VLAN-VXLAN mappings from. Through this process, we identify all possible
types of data, their sources and their relevance to the audited properties.
Data processing engine. The data processing engine, which is implemented in Python and Bash
scripts, mainly retrieves necessary information from the collected data according to the targeted
properties, recovers correlation from various sources, eliminates redundancies, converts it into
appropriate formats, and finally generates the source code for Sugar.
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• Firstly, based on the properties, our plug-in identifies the involved relations. The relations’ instances are either fetched directly from the collected data such as the support of the relation
BelongsTo, or recovered after correlation, as in the case of the relation IsConnectedTovNet.
• Secondly, our processing plug-in formats each group of data as an n-tuple, i.e., (resource,
tenant), (ovs, port, vlan), etc.
• Finally, our plug-in uses the n-tuples to generate the portions of Sugar’s source code, and
append the code with the variable declarations, relationships and predicates for each security
property.
Checking consistent topology isolation in virtualized environments requires considering configurations generated by virtualization technologies at various levels, and checking that mappings are
properly maintained over different layers. OpenStack maintains tenants’ provisioned resources but
does not maintain overlay details of the actual implementation. Conversely, current virtualization
technologies do not allow mapping VMs, networks and traffic details to their owners. Therefore,
we map virtual topology details at the implementation level to the corresponding tenant’s network
to check whether isolation is achieved at this level. Here are examples of mappings to provide pertenant evidences for resources and layer 2 virtual network isolation. Figure 10 relates relations of
property P11 along with some of their data support to their respective data sources.
• At the OpenStack level, tenants’ VMs are connected to networks through subnets and virtual
ports. Therefore, we correlate data collected from Insatances Nova table to recover a direct
connection between VMs and their connecting networks at the centralized view through the
relation IsConnectTovNet. We also keep track of their owners.
• At the virtualization layer, networks are identified only through their VXLAN identifiers. We
map each network’s segment identifier recovered from OpenStack (Neutron Database) to the
VXLAN identifier collected from OVS instances (br_tun OpenFlow tables) to be able to map
each established flow to the corresponding networks and tenants. Furthermore, for each
physical server, we assign VMs to the ports that they are connected to through the relation
IsConnectOnPort, and we assign ports to their respective VLAN-tags through the relation
IsAssignedVLAN from the configurations details recovered from br-int configuration in
OVS.
• At the OpenStack level, ports are directly mapped to segment identifiers, whereas at the OVS
level, ports are mapped to VLAN-tags and mappings between the VLAN-tags and VXLAN
identifiers are maintained in OpenFlow tables distributed over multiple OVS instances. To
overcome this limit, we devised a script that recovers mappings between VLAN-tags and the
VXLAN identifiers from the flow tables in br-tun using the ovs-ofctl command line tool.
Then, it recovers mappings between ports and VLAN-tags from the Open-vSwitch database
using the ovs-vsctl command line utility.
Depending on the properties to be checked, our data processing engine encodes the involved
instances of the virtualized infrastructure model as CSP variables with their domains definitions,
where instances are values within the corresponding domain. The CSP code mainly consists of
four parts:
• Variable and domain declaration. We define different entities and their respective domains.
For example, TENANT is defined as a finite domain ranging over integer such that (domain
TENANT 0 max_tenant is a declaration of a domain of tenants, where the values are between
0 and max_tenant.
• Relation declaration. We define relations over variables and provide their supports (instances)
from the audit data. Relations between entities and their instances are encoded as relation
constraints and their supports, respectively. For example, HasRunningVM is encoded as a
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Fig. 10. Mapping of Relations Involved in Property P11 to their Data Sources

relation, with a support as follows:(relation HasRunningVM 2 (supports (vm1,t1)
(vm2,t2))), where the support of this relation (e.g., (vm1, t1)) will be fetched and preprocessed in the data processing step.
• Constraint declaration. We define the negation of each property in terms of predicates over
the involved relations to obtain a counter-example in case of a violation.
• Body. We combine different predicates based on the properties to verify using Boolean operators.
Compliance Verification. The compliance verification engine performs the verification of the
properties by feeding the generated code to Sugar. Finally, Sugar provides the results on whether
the properties hold or not. It also provides evidence in case of non-compliance.
Example 4.1. In this example, we discuss how our auditing framework can detect the violation
of the virtual links inconsistency caused by the inter-compute node isolation breach described in
Example 2.2.
Firstly, our program collects data from different sources. Then, the processing engine correlates
and converts the collected data and represents it as tuples; for an example: (18045 6100 21)
(6100 512) reflect the current configuration at the infrastructure management level, and (18045
1 21) (1 21 100) (1 100 256) correspond to a given network’s configuration at the implementation level, where VM_Bapp1: 18045, VM_21: 18045, vNet_B: 6100, seg_512: 512, vPort_21:
21, OVS_1: 1, Port_21: 21, VLAN_100: 100, vxlan_1×100: 256. Additionally, the processing
engine interprets each property and generates the associated Sugar source code (see Listing 1 for
an excerpt of the code) using processed data and translated properties. Finally, Sugar is used to
verify the security properties.
The predicate P11 for verifying virtual link consistency evaluates to true if there exists a discrepancy between the network VM_Bapp1 is connected to according to the infrastructure management
view, and the layer 2 virtual network VM_Bapp1 is effectively connected to at the implementation
level. In our case, the predicate evaluates to true since vxlan0×100,seg_512 (as detailed in Example 3.4), meaning that VM_Bapp1 is connected on the wrong layer 2 virtual network.
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Listing 1. Sugar Source Code

// Declaration
(domain iVM 0 100000)(domain OVS 0 400)(domain PORT 0 100000)
(domain VLAN 0 10000) (domain VXLAN 0 10000)(doamin vVM 0 100000)
(domain VNET 0 10000) (domain SEGMENT 0 10000)(domain VPORT 0 100000)
( int vm1 iVM) (int vm2 vVM)(int sw OVS) (int p PORT)(int vlan VLAN)
( int vxlan VXLAN)(int vnet VNET) (int seg SEGMENT) (int vp VPORT)
// Relations Declarations and Audit data as their support from the infrastructure manangement level
( relation IsConnectedTovNet 3 ( supports (18045 6100 21) (18037 6150 7895)(18038 6120 2566) ( 18039 6230 554)(18040 6230
4771) (966) ) )
( relation IsAssignedSeg 2 (supports (6150 356)(6120 485)(6230 265) (6100 512) (6285 584)(6284 257) ) )
// Relations Declarations and Audit data as their support from the implementation level
( relation IsConnectedOnPort 3 (supports (((18045 1 21)(18037 96 23)(18046 65 32)(18040 68 8569)(18047 78954) )
( relation IsAssignedVLAN 3 (supports(92 13 41) (92 14 42) (85 38 11) ) )
( relation IsMAppedToVXLANOnOVS 3 (supports (1 100 256)(92 6018 9)(92 6019 10)) )
// Security properties expressed in terms of predicates over relation constraints
( predicate (P vm1 vm2 vnet seg vxlan sw p vp)
(and
(IsConnectedOnPort vm1 sw p)
(IsAssignedVLAN sw p vlan)
(IsMappedToVXLANOnOVS sw vlan vxlan)
(IsConnectedTovNet vm2 vnet vp)
(IsAssignedSeg vnet seg)
(eq vm1 vm2)
(not(eq seg vxlan) )
))
// The body
(P vm1 vm2 vnet seg vxlan sw p vp)

Understanding Violations Through Evidences. As explained in Section 3.3.3, we define constraints using the negative form of properties’ predicates. Thus, if a solution satisfying the constraint is provided by the CSP solver, then the latter solution is a set of variable values that make
the negation of the predicates evaluate to true. Those values indicate the relation instances (system
data) that are at the origin of the violation, however, they might be unintelligible to the end users.
Therefore, we replace the variables’ numerical values by their high-level identifiers, which would
help admins identify the root cause of the violation and fix it eventually.
Example 4.2. From Example 4.1, the CSP solver concludes that the negative form of the property
is satisfied, which indicates the existence of a violation. Furthermore, the CSP solver outputs the
following variable values as an evidence: vm1=18045, vm2=18045, vnet=6100, seg=512, vxlan=100,
sw=1, p=21, vp=21. To make the evidence easier to interpret, we replace the value 6100 of the
variable vnet by vNet_B, the value 18045 of the variable vm2 by VM_Bapp1 and the value 21 of the
variable vp by vp_21. Using this information, the admin will conclude that VM_Bapp1 is connected
to another Tenant_Alpha’s layer 2 virtual network at the implementation level identified through
VXLAN_0×100.
Dashboard and Reporting Engine. We further implement the web interface (i.e., dashboard) in
PHP to place verification requests and display verification reports. In the dashboard, tenant admins
are initially allowed to select different standards (e.g., ISO 27017, CCM V3.0.1, NIST 800-53, etc.).
Afterwards, security properties under the selected standards can be chosen. Once the verification
request is placed, the summarized verification results are shown in the verification report page.
The details of any violation with a list of evidences are also provided.
4.4

Integration Into OpenStack Congress

To demonstrate the service agnostic nature of our framework, we further integrate our system with
the OpenStack Congress service [44]. Congress implements policy as a service in OpenStack in
order to provide governance and compliance for dynamic infrastructures. Congress can integrate
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third party verification tools using a data source driver mechanism [44]. Using Congress policy
language that is based on Datalog, we define several tenant specific security policies. Then, we
use our processed data to detect those security properties for multiple tenants. The outputs of the
data processing engine is provided as input for Congress to be asserted by the policy engine. This
allows integrating compliance status for some policies whose verification is not yet supported by
Congress.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate scalability of our approach by measuring the response time of the
verification task as well as the CPU and memory consumption for different sizes of cloud and in
different scenarios (a breach violates some properties or no breach).
5.1

Experimental Setting

We set up a real environment including 5 tenants, 10 virtual networks each having 2 subnets, 10
routers and 100 VMs. We utilize OpenStack Mitaka with one controller and three compute nodes
running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. The controller is empowered with two Intel Xeon E3-1271 CPU and
4GB of memory. Each compute node benefits from one CPU and 2GB of memory. To further stress
the verification engine and assess the scalability of our solution, we generated a simulated environment including up to 6k virtual networks and 60K VMs with the ratio of 10 VMs per virtual
network. As a back-end verification tool, we use the CSP solver Sugar V2.2.1 [53]. All the verification experiments are run on an Amazon EC2 C4.Large Ubuntu 16.04 machine (2 vCPU and 3.75GB
of memory).
5.2 Results
Experimental results for physical isolation, virtual resources isolation and port consistency properties
are reported in the preliminary version of this paper [31]. In addition, we consider three additional
properties from table 1, where each is selected from one of the three categories defined therein.
Thus, we consider for the experiments the following three properties, one from each category:
• Mapping unicity virtual networks-segments (P3), which is a topology isolation property checked
at the infrastructure management level.
• Mapping unicity VLANs-VXLANs (P7), which is a topology isolation property checked at the
implementation level.
• Virtual links consistency (P11), which checks that a VM is connected to the right VXLAN at
the implementation level.
In the first set of experiments, we design two configuration scenarios to study different response
times in two possible cases: presence of violations and absence of violations. This is because the
verification of these two scenarios is expected to have different response times due to the time
required to find the evidence of the violation.
In the first scenario, we implement in our environment a configuration of the virtual infrastructure where none of the studied properties are violated. In the second scenario, we implement the
topology isolation attack described in Example 2.2. For the latter scenario, as generally, a fast yes
or no answer on the compliance status of the system is required by the auditor, we only consider
the response time to report evidence for the first breach. Note that we do not report the average
response time to find all compliance breaches as this depends on the number of breaches, their
percentage to the total input size and their distribution in the audit information. Meanwhile, as
the real life scenarios can dramatically vary from one environment to another, we cannot use any
average number, percentage or distribution of compliance breaches applying to all possible use
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Fig. 11. Verification time as a function of number of VMs for properties P3, P7, and P11: (left side) time
to report no breach of compliance, and (right side) time to find the first breach and build evidence of noncompliance

cases. Therefore, we present in Figure 11, the verification time for no security breach detected
(left side chart) and the verification time to report non-compliance and provide evidence for the
first security breach (right side chart) for different datasets varying from 5K up to 60K VMs. Note
that, we implement the attack scenario of topology isolation described in Example 2.2 by randomly
modifying some VLAN ports and VLAN to VXLAN mappings.
As indicated in the left chart of Figure 11, the time required for verifying P3 and P7, where there
is no breach, is 0.6s and 4.5s, respectively, for the largest dataset of 60K VMs. The verification
time for those properties increases linearly and smoothly when the size of the cloud infrastructure
increases and there is no breach. However, the verification time for property P11 is 102s for 30k
VMs and 581s for 60k VMs. The difference in response time for P11 is justified as the latter is more
complex than other properties and involves more relations and thus larger input data. Later in this
section, we will show how one can decrease the response time for the verification of P11 to get
more acceptable boundaries.
According to Figure 11 (right side chart), the time required to find the first breach and build the
supporting evidence for each one of the three properties remains under 5s for the largest dataset,
which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the time required to assert compliance for the entire
system. The time required to find the first breach, depends on several factors such as the predicates
affected by the breach and the location of the breach in the input file. However, the latter response
time is always shorter than the time required for asserting the compliance of the system.
The left side chart of Figure12 reports CPU consumption percentage as a function of the datasets’
size, up to 60k VMs. For the largest dataset, the peak CPU usage reaches 50% for P11 and does
not exceed 25% for P3. Also, the highest memory usage observed does not exceed 8% for P11
verification (see the right chart of Figure 12), and 3.3% for the largest dataset for P7. It is worthy to
note that these amounts of CPU/memory usage are not monopolized during the whole verification
time and they represent the peek usage. We therefore remark the low cost on CPU and memory
for our approach.
In our second set of experiments, since Sugar supports several SAT solvers, we run Sugar with
different SAT solvers to investigate which option provides a better response time, particularly
for property P11. According to Figure 13, Treengling solver provides the longest response time
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with 900s for a 30k VMs dataset, whereas Minisat provides the best response time with 102s. All
previously reported verification results in the other experiments were obtained using Minisat.
In our third set of experiments, we investigate the parameters that affect the response time,
particularly in the case of complex security properties such as P11. To this end, we consistently
split the data supports for the relations IsConnectedToVnet and IsAssignedSeg of P11 over multiple CSP files (up to 16 files), and repeated the supports for the relations IsConnectedOnPort,
IsAssignedVLAN and IsMappedToVXLANOnOVS to maintain data interdependency. Figure 14 reports the response times for the parallel verification of different CSP sub-instances of P11 using
multiple processing nodes for the largest dataset (60K VMs). By splitting the data support into two
CSP files, the verification time already decreases from 581s to 168s (i.e., a factor of improvement
of 71%), whereas it decreases up to 4.6s when splitting the data over 16 CSP sub-instance files.
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Based on this last experiment, we can conclude that splitting the input data for the same property
to be verified using parallel instances of CSP solvers can improve the response time. However,
this should be performed while considering the dependency between different relations and their
supports in the predicate to be solved.
Based on those results, we conclude that our solution provides acceptable response time for
auditing security isolation in the cloud, particularly, in the case of off-line auditing. While the verification of simple properties is scalable for large cloud virtual infrastructures, response time for
complex properties involving large input data can induce more delays that can be still acceptable
for auditing after the fact. However, response time for those properties can be considerably improved by splitting their CSP instance into sub-instances involving smaller amounts of data to be
checked in parallel. Note that our analysis holds for the specific scenario where security properties
are expressed as constraints defined as logical operations over relations, which is only a subset of
possible constraints that can be offered by the CSP solver Sugar (the complete set of constraints
supported by Sugar can be found in [40]). Expressing new security properties with other kinds of
constraints may require performance to be reassessed through new experiments.
6 DISCUSSION
The experimental results presented in the previous section show that CSP solvers can be used
for off-line auditing verification with acceptable response time and scalability in case of moderate
size of data. Our results also show that for properties handling larger datasets, we need to decompose the verification of the properties over smaller chunks of data to improve the response time.
Additionally, we explore a parallel processing approach to improve the response time for very
large datasets. Note that the response time can be further improved to achieve on-line auditing by
improving the performance of the CSP-solving phase [35], which is an interesting future direction.
The abstract views offered by different cloud platforms to tenants are quite similar to what we
propose at the cloud infrastructure management view of our model. For instance, both Amazon
AWS EC2-VPC (Virtual Private Cloud) [3], Google Cloud Platform (GCP) [23], Microsoft Azure
[36] and VMware virtual Cloud Director (vCD) [54] provide tenants with the capability to create virtual network components as software abstractions, enabling to provision virtual networks.
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Therefore, our model can capture the main virtual components that are common to most of the
IaaS management systems with minor changes. Table 7 maps the entities of our infrastructure
management view model to their counterparts in the cloud platforms cited above.
Eucalyptus [21] is an open source IaaS management system. The Eucalyptus virtual private
cloud (VPC) is implemented with MidoNet [37], an open-source network virtualization platform. In
the same fashion as OpenStack Neutron, Eucalyptus MidoNet supports virtualization mechanisms
such as VLAN and VXLAN to implement large scale layer 2 virtual networks spanning over the
cloud infrastructure. Therefore, our implementation layer model can be applied to Eucalyptus
implementations with minor changes.
However, implementation details may significantly vary between different platforms. Furthermore, cloud providers typically do not disclose their implementation details to their customers.
Therefore, the implementation layer of our model along with the extracted properties might need
to be revised according to the implementation details of each cloud deployment if those are provided. However, this needs to be done only once before initializing the compliance auditing process.
Our current solution is designed for the specific OpenStack virtual layer 2 implementation
mainly relying on VLAN and VXLAN as well-established network virtualization technologies, and
OVS as a widely used virtual switch implementation. However, as we use high-level abstractions
to represent virtual layer 2 connectivity and tunneling technologies, we believe that our approach
remains applicable in case of other overlay technologies such as GRE. In small to medium clouds,
where VLAN tags are sufficient to implement all layer 2 virtual networks on top of the physical network, our implementation model is simplified and the security properties related to the mapping
between VLAN and VXLAN can be skipped.
Among the main advantages of using a CSP solver for the verification is that it allows to integrate new audit properties with a minor effort. In our case, including a new property consists of
expressing it in FOL and identifying the audit data it should be checked against. These properties
can be modified at any stage of the cloud life cycle and their verification or not can be decided
depending on the cloud deployment offering (e.g., public or private cloud).
In this work, we extracted a set of security properties from specific domains in relevant cloud
security standards that are mainly related to infrastructure virtualization and tenants’ networks
isolation (e.g., Infrastructure Virtualization Systems domain from CCM, and Segregation in Networks section from ISO27017). Thus, our list of implemented security properties is not meant to
exhaustively cover the entire security standards. Covering other security control classes for the
standards requires extracting new sets of security properties to be modeled and formalized. However, as we handle general concepts for modeling different virtual resources, we believe that our
approach can be generalized to other security properties to support the entire security standards.
Finally, through this work, we show the applicability and the benefit of our formal approach in
verifying security properties while providing evidences to assist admins finding the root causes
of violations. As discussed in this section, we believe our high-level abstractions-based model can
be easily mapped to different cloud platforms. However, the model needs to be adapted to support
those different cloud platforms’ implementation details, and augmented to support new security
properties.
7 RELATED WORK
Table 8 summarizes the qualitative comparison between existing works on compliance verification
in the cloud and this work. We compare the proposals based on the types of verified properties,
structural or operational, the coverage of multiple cloud stack layers and cross-layer consistency,
and finally the approach, which is either retroactive (off-line) or intercept-and-check (on-line) [33].
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Model
Entities
VM
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OpenStack

AWS-EC2-VPC

GCP

Microsoft Azure

VMware vCD

Instance

EC2 instance

Azure VM

VM

vNet

Network

Virtual Network

Network

vSubnet

Subnet

Virtual
cloud
Subnet

VM instance
Auto mode vpc
Custom mode vpc
Subnet

vRouter

Router

Routing tables

Routes

vPort
Segment

Port
Network ID

VPC ID

VPC ID

Subnet
BGP and user-defined
routes
NIC
Virtual network ID

Subnet
Distributed logical
routers
Port/port-group
Network ID

private

Table 7. Mapping virtual infrastructure model entities into different cloud platforms

Proposal
Anteater [32]
Hassel [29]
VeriFlow [30]
NetPlumber [28]
Save [7]
CloudRadar [10]
Xu et al. [55]
Congress [44]
Majumdar et al. [34]
Madi et al. [31]
This work

Properties
Struct- Operatural
ional
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coverage
One/Multiple Crosslayers
layer
One
One
One
One
One
One
•
One
One
One
•
Multiple
•

Approach
Retro- Interceptactive
and-check
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 8. Comparing Features of Existing Solutions With our Work. The Symbol (•) Indicates that the Proposal
Offers the Corresponding Feature

To the best of our knowledge, no work has been tackling auditing topology isolation and consistency between cloud-stack layers’ views of the virtual layer 2 and overlay networks.
Several works target the verification of forwarding and routing rules, particularly in OpenFlow
networks (e.g., [19, 57]). For instance, Anteater [32] verifies network invariants by translating them
into instances of SAT problems and translating data plane information into boolean expressions.
Then, it uses a SAT solver to check the resulting SAT formulas to detect violations of key network
invariants such as absence of loops and black-holes.
Hassel [29] is a protocol agnostic tool for checking network invariants and reachability-related
policies. It is built on a geometric model where packet headers are modeled as points in a geometric
space and network devices are modeled as invertible transfer functions defined on the same space.
Then, custom algorithms are used to check network invariants and reachability-related policies.
VeriFlow [30], NetPlumber [28] (extension of [29]), and AP verifier [56] propose a near realtime verification, where network events are monitored for configuration changes, and verification
is performed only on the impacted part of the network. Libra [57] uses a divide and conquer
technique to verify forwarding tables in large networks. It encompasses a technique to capture
stable and consistent snapshots of the network state and a verification approach based on graph
search techniques that detects loops, black-holes and other reachability failures.
Sphinx [19] enables incremental real-time network updates and constraints validation. It allows
detecting both known and potentially unknown security attacks on network topology and forwarding plane. These works are complementary to our work as they aim at verifying operational
properties of networks including reachability, isolation and absence of layer 3 network misconfiguration (e.g., loops, black-holes, etc.). However, they target mainly SDN environments and not
necessarily the cloud, whereas our focus is more oriented towards auditing the structural properties of cloud virtualized infrastructures.
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Some other works focus on security as a service to provide needed security. For instance, Mundada
et al. [39] propose SilverLine, a collection of techniques that enables cloud providers to enforce
data and network isolation for a cloud tenant’s service. It uses a transparent operating system-level
information-flow tracking layer assisted by an enforcement layer in the virtual machine monitor
to provide data isolation. Our work aims at auditing compliance of security controls, which is
considered as security assurance, and thus can be applied to such proposed security enforcement
services.
In the context of cloud auditing, several works (e.g., [6, 49]) focus on firewalls and security
groups. Probst et al. [49] present an approach for the verification of network access controls implemented by stateful firewalls in cloud computing infrastructures. Their approach combines static
and dynamic verification with a discrepancy analysis of the obtained results against the clients’
policies. Bleikertz [6] analyzes Amazon EC2 cloud infrastructures using reachability graphs and
vulnerability discovery and builds attack graphs to find the shortest paths, which represent the
critical attack scenarios against the cloud. The proposed approaches tackle layer 3 isolation mechanisms, but do not address challenges related to network virtualization mechanisms configuration
issues and their impact on layer 2 virtual networks isolation, which are addressed by our work.
Other works focus on virtualization aspects (e.g., [7–9]). Bleikertz et al. [7, 9] propose SAVE,
a static information flow analysis system for virtualized infrastructures based on graph traversal
towards verifying information flow isolation. The configuration information is captured from the
virtualization infrastructure via a set of probes created for different virtualization technologies.
Then, the approach transforms the discovered configuration input into a graph, where vertices are
resources such as virtual machines, hypervisors, physical machines, storage and network resources
and edges represent information flows. The graph is traversed based on explicitly specified trust
rules and information flow rules..
Bleikertz et al. [10] extend the previous work to tackle near-real time security analysis of the
virtualized infrastructure in the cloud. Their objective is mainly the detection of configuration
changes that impact the security. A differential analysis based on computing graph deltas (e.g.,
added or removed nodes and edges) is proposed based on change events. The graph model is
maintained synchronized with the actual configuration changes through probes that are deployed
over the infrastructure and intercept events that may have a security impact. Contrarily to our
approach, this works do not involve properties verification at multiple layers and cross-layer consistency verification, which reduces the scope of violations that can be detected compared to our
approach. In our case, we correlate audit data collected form different sources and at different layers in order to detect violations that would definitely go unnoticed if relying only on one cloud
layer at a time.
In [20], an autonomous agent-based incident detection system is proposed. The system detects
abnormal infrastructure changes based on the underlying business process model. The framework
is able to detect cloud resource and account misuse, distributed denial of service attacks and VM
breakout. This related work is more oriented towards monitoring changes in cloud instances and
infrastructures and evaluating the security status with respect to security business flow-aware
rules.
Xu et al. [55] investigate network inconsistencies between network states extracted from OpenStack and the configuration of network devices. They use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to
represent and verify these states. Similarly to our work, they tackle inconsistency verification.
However, they do not check isolation properties across different layers as suggested by our work.
Furthermore, we are interested in auditing, thus our approach supports a wider view than simple
verification, where log files are as important source of information as configuration.
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There exist other works (e.g., [44], [11], [33]) offering runtime security policy checking and
enforcement in the cloud. Our previous work in [33] proactively verifies security compliance efficiently through pre-computation by utilizing dependency models. Weatherman [11] aims at mitigating misconfigurations and enforcing security policies in a virtualized infrastructure.
Congress [44] is an open project for OpenStack platforms. It enforces policies expressed by
tenants and then monitors the state of the cloud to check its compliance. Furthermore, Congress
attempts to correct policy violations when they occur. Our work shares the policy inspection aspect
with Congress. Therefore, we integrated our solution in Congress as part of the contributions (See
Section 4 for details).
In the same fashion as the current work, formal verification approaches in [2, 15, 34] are proposed for checking security compliance in other security domains, mainly Identity and Access
Control. Majumdar et al. [34] propose auditing the multi-domain cloud at the user level with OpenStack as an application, which is a complementary effort to our work. Cotrini et al. [15] use FOL
to express Role-based Access Control (RBAC) policies and rely on an off-the-shelf SMT solver to
analyze them. In [2], authors apply model checking techniques to verify that access control policies implemented locally at the VM and hypervisor levels actually satisfy the global access control
policies.

8

CONCLUSION

Auditing compliance of the cloud with respect to security standards faces several challenges. In this
paper, we proposed an automated off-line auditing approach while focusing on verifying network
isolation between tenants’ virtual networks in OpenStack-managed cloud at layer 2 and overlay.
As it was shown in this paper, the layered nature of the cloud stack and the dependencies between
layers make existing approaches that separately verify each single layer ineffective. To this end, we
devised a model that captures for each cloud-stack layer, namely the infrastructure management
and the implementation layers, the virtual network entities along with their inter-dependencies
and their isolation mechanisms. The model helped in identifying the relevant data for auditing
network isolation and capturing its underlying semantics across multiple layers. Furthermore, we
devised a set of concrete security properties related to consistent network isolation on virtual layer
2 and overlay networks to fill the gap between the standards and the low level data. To provide
a reliable and evidence-based auditing, we encoded properties and data as a set of constraints
satisfaction problems and used an off-the-shelf CSP solver to identify compliance breaches. Our
approach furthermore pinpoints the roots of breaches enabling remediation. Additionally, we reported real-life experience and challenges faced when trying to integrate auditing and compliance
verification into OpenStack. We further conducted experiments to demonstrate the applicability
of our approach. Our evaluation results show that formal methods can be successfully applied
for large data centers with a reasonable overhead. As future directions, we intend to leverage our
auditing framework for continuous compliance checking. This will be achieved by monitoring
various events, and triggering the verification process whenever a security property is affected
by the changes. A second area of investigation is to extend the list of security properties with
the operational properties. This would allow to check the compliance of the forwarding network
functionality.
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GLOSSARY
GRE A tunneling protocol developed by Cisco. It encapsulates a variety of protocol packet types
inside IP tunnels to create a virtual point-to-point link over an IP network. 9
Layer 2 It is the second layer (Layer 2) of the well-known and standardized Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model of computer networking. MAC addresses are used to identify
networking devices that are at the same layer 2, which can reach each other by traffic broadcasting. 3
Network Segments Isolated broadcast domains within a network. 2
Open vSwitch Open-source software switch implementation designed to be used in hypervisors
to provide connectivity to guest VMs. 4
OpenStack It is an open-source cloud infrastructure management platform that is being used
almost in half of private clouds and significant portions of the public clouds (see [17] for
detailed statistics). 2, 4
Overlay Networks Virtual networks that create a virtual topology on top of the physical network
[12]. In our context, it is the cloud provider’s physical network. They use overlay protocols
such as VXLAN and GRE to provide scalable network isolation. 3
TPM Stands for Tursted Platform Module. It is a standard [1] for dedicated microcontrollers endowed with cryptographic keys to secure the hardware. 6
Virtual Networks Dedicated communication networks providing connectivity to a set of VMs
possibly distributed over multiple hosts. Virtual networks share the same physical substrate
and are logically segregated through network virtualization mechanisms. 2, 3
Virtual Switches Software-based switches running at the hypervisor-level and provide connectivity to virtual machines (VMs). 4
VLAN A standardized [25] implementation of a logically separated Local Area Network (LAN)
that shares a single broadcast domain. Each VLAN has an associated numerical ID, also
called VLAN tag, allocated between 1 and 4,095. We say VLAN_100 to refer to the VLAN
with numerical ID 100. 3, 4
VTEP Virtual bridges responsible for encapsulating and de-encapsulating packets in overlay networks. 9
VXLAN A layer 2 in layer 3 tunneling protocol. It allows an overlay layer 2 network to spread
across multiple underlay layer 3 network domains. It enables defining about 16 million virtual networks by encapsulating Ethernet frames into IP packets with a 24-bit tunneling
header. 4
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